
Remember that your Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English can help you with:

� Collocations – typical combining words are shown
in bold in most entries, while important entries
have Collocation Boxes with definitions and real-
life examples.

� Level of language – formal and informal labels
warn you when a word isn’t suitable for all con-
texts.

� Grammar – which adverb or preposition follows a
particular verb.

9 Check and Check Again

A. Look at this piece of student homework. 
The teacher has underlined some mistakes. 
What was the student’s mistake in each case? 
Choose one of the following:

a) The student used the wrong word.

b) The student used language that was too informal, or spoken rather than written English.

c) The student used the wrong adverb or preposition after a verb.

For example, the word chap in the first line is too informal. (Answer: b).

B. Looking at your dictionary when you need it, correct the student’s mistakes.

More help with collocations is at your fingertips. Simply click on the “Phrase bank” panel to find out
how to make your English sound natural.
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Teacher’s Notes
9 Check and Check Again
Time: 15–20 minutes

Aims:
� To encourage students to check their own written work careful-
ly.
� To encourage students to really use the dictionary, checking for
information about word combinations, levels of formality and
word grammar.

1. Explain that one of the most important stages of writing is
looking through what you have written so that you can
improve it. Even the best writers (in any language) check
what they have done and make changes. And when a
teacher hands back homework, it is important to write the
correct version of the mistakes he or she has found.

2. Tell students they are going to look at a piece of student
homework. The teacher has underlined some words. They
must say why the teacher has done this, choosing one of
the three reasons (wrong word or word combination, too
formal or spoken, wrong word grammar). For each mistake
they should look the word in question up in the Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary English. 

3. Go through the answers with the class.
4. Have students write a correct version of the homework.

They can do this in pairs using their dictionaries to ensure
that they use the right words.

5. Go through the homework with the students offering the
alternatives given in the answers here.

Answers:
A.

chap – b

interested at – c

rob cars – a

at a snail’s speed – a

pinching – b

pleaded good – a

making a joke on people – a

childish crime – a

do an example of – a

sentenced him for six years – c

end of story – b

B.

chap � man, young man, boy

interested at � interested in

rob cars � steal cars

at a snail’s speed � at a snail’s pace

pinching � stealing

pleaded good � pleaded innocent

making a joke on people � playing a joke on people

childish crime � juvenile crime

do an example of � make an example of

sentenced him for six years � sentenced him to six years

end of story � and that’s the end of the story
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